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Prospective Task-set Interference

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Significant across participants Compatibility effect
𝟐
p < .001; 𝜼𝒑 = . 𝟒𝟕𝟕

Significant Compatibility effect
𝟐
p < .001; 𝜼𝒑 = . 𝟓𝟖𝟐

Significant Use × Proportion × Compatibility effect
𝟐
p = .035; 𝜼𝒑 = . 𝟎𝟔𝟕

Significant Use × Proportion × Compatibility effect
𝟐
p = .021; 𝜼𝒑 = . 𝟏𝟑𝟎

No significant between participants Use × Proportion effect
p = .235; η, = .030

No significant Use × Proportion effect
p = .071; η, = .081

• Keeping an instructed task-set in working memory (WM) can
interfere with behavior in an ongoing, intervening task.1,2
• This occurs when stimuli and responses are shared between
the current and the prospective task.
• This prospective task-set interference was thought to occur due
to the prospective intention to implement (and not simply recall)
1,2
the instructed task-set.
• Recent work has found that this is not always true, as
instructed task-sets remembered for future recall can
3
interfere in ongoing behavior.
• The explicit cueing of upcoming demands for an instructed task2
set can modulate the prospective task-set interference effect.
• Our aim was to test whether expectation of implementing or
recalling an instructed task-set influenced the magnitude of the
4
prospective task-set interference effect.

Basic Task Design

Conclusions
• We found that the prospective use of a set of task instructions, and expected frequency of that use, interacted to modulate the
strength of the prospective task-set compatibility effect.
• As the frequency of a prospective use increased, the difference between the compatibility effects increased as a function of
whether an instructed task-set was likely to be recalled versus implemented.
• This also replicates previous findings that indicate instructed task-sets can interfere in ongoing behavior even when they are
3
not intended for implementation.
• An instructed task-set is thought to be represented in procedural WM. These results suggest that strength of the action
5
representations in procedural WM are modulated by cognitive control according to their expected utility.
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